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Michael Winder Oct 10, 2021, 8:56 AM
to Emma Haringo <eharingo@nebelwand.de>

Great! I’m so happy for you and your family. If you’re ever in the Pacific northwest of the US, you should
visit your great grandmother’s old stomping grounds here in the mid-Willamette Valley. She definitely
made a mark here. (Still trying to figure out that mark however, ha!)

On Sun, Oct 10, 2021 at 17:49 PM (GMT+2) Emma Haringo <eharingo@nebelwand.de> wrote:
Thank you. I have not seen my father this joyful in a long time. I am looking forward to going on holiday with him.

Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 10, 2021, at 8:44 AM Michael Winder <winderm@linnbenton.edu> wrote:
Unfortunate, but I appreciate your help nonetheless. I’ll try searching those names, but you’re right, they’re
probably long gone.

I hope your trip to see your grandfather (Opa) goes well!

MW

On Sun, Oct 10, 2021, at 17:37 PM (GMT+2) Emma Haringo <eharingo@nebelwand.de> wrote:
Mr. Winder,
Your inquiry has motivated my father to telephone his father, which he has not done in several
months. This is a happy development. Between apologies for being terrible at communicating
with family, my father asked my Opa about the reunion party for Ruga, and this is what he just
learned: the party was in 1967, which evidently was a very happy year for Ruga for some reason
- she said something about it being the year “where it all begins.” In addition, Ruga insisted all the
serving platters were parallelograms 40.7 x 23cm in design. Opa said she was strangely insistent
about that.

Fortunately, Opa found the original guest list in a file cabinet. Here are the invited persons and
their national origin:
Scadan Dearg (Great Britain)
Rod Stromming (Sweden)
Ecran d’Fumee (France)
Penwaig Coch (Great Britain)



Rhoda Haring (The Netherlands)
Falsa Pista (Italy)
Cortina de Humo (Spain)

Sadly my Opa had no other contact information. It would be irrelevant since this was more than
50 years ago and many of these people, if they existed, are likely dead. That is a somber note to
end on, but in my native German this would be a happy ending.

I am afraid I must finish this correspondence, as my father is now planning a trip for us to see
Opa (they have not visited in a long time) and needs my assistance in packing.

On Oct 10, 2021, at 7:39 AM Michael Winder <winderm@linnbenton.edu> wrote:
Emma-

Thank you, and thank your father, for the information. Sorry for asking again, but does your father recall
who those invited guests were? Their names? Hopefully I can find them.

MW

On Sun, Oct 10, 2021, at 16:20 PM (GMT+2) Emma Haringo <eharingo@nebelwand.de> wrote:
Mr. Winder-
I have spoken with my father. He only has memories of Ruga being very quiet, sitting in
the corner of rooms with a dark blue trenchcoat, occasionally slicing vegetables with a
very sharp knife no one else was allowed to handle.

He did relate one story of a party my grandparents, Ruga’s children, held in her honor.
This was in the late 1960s when my father was very small. The party was to be a reunion
of sorts, inviting all of Ruga’s friends, or at least the people mentioned in letters she
would send home to her children as she was away on business (ostensibly to the Oregon
territory). My father mostly remembers eating too many kartoffelpuffer and receiving a
stomach ache. But he also vividly remembers his parents’ disappointment when, at the
appointed time, no one showed up. My grandparents apologized extensively to Ruga but
evidently she just smiled in her usual contented manner and said “It is no bother,
everyone is indeed here.”

I doubt this helps, but it was all my father could share.

Sincerely,
Emma Haringo

On Sun, Oct 10, 2021, at 6:59 AM Michael Winder <winderm@linnbenton.edu> wrote:
Emma-
Thank you very much for your help! I look forward to hearing from you.



On Oct 10, 2021, at 11:14 AM (GMT+2) Emma Haringo <eharingo@nebelwand.de> wrote:
Greetings, Mr. Winder. Ms. Ruga Haringo was indeed my great grandmother.
Most unfortunately I have little recollection of her. She passed away in 1987,
when I was very small. My father told me she was a very private person, but very
happy and content. I will speak with my father this evening and reply. Your event
does indeed seem very critical.

On Sat, Oct 9, 2021, at 2:31 PM Michael Winder <winderm@linnbenton.edu> wrote:

Good evening. I work for a college in Oregon, in the United States. I’m looking for
information on a woman named Ruga Haringo who may have spent time in this region
in the 1940s and 1950s. I’ve researched various ancestry websites and you are listed
as a descendant. I apologize for being so direct, but do you have any information you’re
willing to share regarding Ruga’s time in Oregon? Specifically the summer of 1950. The
information could be very critical to an event we have coming up on the 23rd
(linnbenton.edu/gala). Anything you can tell me will be most appreciated!


